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Abstract
The integration of heterogeneous data to infer latent relationships across them and �nd the factors in the relationship is a challenging task. In
this regard, various machine learning techniques have provided novel insights through data integration. However, concerns remain regarding their
application to biological datasets because the latent consensus information across all views is often limited to partial components that do not
have a signi�cant impact on the mutual agreement across views. Advocating the idea of “subset-binding,” which focuses on �nding inter-related
attributes in heterogeneous data according to their co-occurrence, this study developed a novel algorithm to perform subset-binding by extending
fuzzy association rule mining techniques. Our method could detect genes related to liver toxicity caused by acetaminophen in a data-driven
manner; the results are consistent with those reported in the literature. This technology paves the way for a wide range of applications, including
biomarker detection and patient strati�cation. 

Background
The integration of heterogeneous data to infer latent relations across them and �nd factors responsible for the relations can be a challenging
task. In recent years, technological advances have accelerated attempts to collect heterogeneous data comprehensively, and methods to �nd
factors responsible for events of interest by utilizing such heterogeneous data have been drawing considerable attention. Multi-omics analysis is
a good example of such a trend in life sciences, and various analytical methods have been developed to date to extract informative knowledge
from the data obtained through different techniques.

Multi-view learning is an important topic in machine learning that deals with multi-view data (such as biological data collected using multiple
“omics” technologies, i.e., multi-omics data), as opposed to single-view data (e.g., single-omics data). A variety of clustering-based methods can
be used to investigate complementary and/or consensus information across multi-view data [1,2]. Multi-view clustering approaches include co-
training [3], multi-kernel learning [4], and multi-view graph clustering [5]; however, they assume that global consensus information exists across the
views and all the views must be used for better clustering performance. The co-training approach attempts to maximize the mutual agreement
across all the views, whereas multi-kernel learning attempts to combine prede�ned kernels to improve the clustering performance, and multi-view
graph clustering attempts to represent views as graphs, fuse them, and apply graph-cut algorithms for clustering [1].

Crucially, there remains a concern in the application of these approaches to biological datasets because the latent consensus information across
all the views is often limited to partial components that do not have a signi�cant impact on the mutual agreement across the views. For example,
typically, only a small number of genes are related to speci�c disease features and such a relationship may not be detected through conventional
methods, because the mutual agreement across the gene expression pro�le and the clinical features will be dominated by the expression
patterns of the majority “unrelated” genes. In addition, there is a growing demand to handle multi-view data that include both quantitative and
categorical data. One example is the combination of electronic health records (EHR) and omics data from patients; biomolecules whose
abundances are related to attributes in EHR data can be of considerable interest in terms of precision medicine. However, the analysis of
quantitative data (e.g., omics data) and categorical data (e.g., EHR data) together is a challenging task, and the de�nition of metrics among
views in multi-view clustering is not trivial. Moreover, all the items in a single view are partitioned into clusters, and it may not be possible to
easily obtain the relationships between the items across the views. Weighted correlation network analysis (WGCNA) [6] is a popular method in
computational biology that can be used for relating attributes to external traits. For example, this method can be used to �nd highly correlated
genes and relate them to physiological properties. However, this method can suffer from the same problem as above because it depends on
hierarchical clustering and is designed to relate a group of attributes in one view (e.g., genes in a gene expression pro�le) to only a single
attribute (not multiple attributes) in another view (e.g., measurements in clinical information).

Herein, we propose for the �rst time a solution based on association rule mining (ARM) that addresses these challenges. ARM is a popular
technique in data mining that aims to �nd co-occurring attributes and rules for the frequency of their appearance in a dataset. ARM has a long
history, and various surveys are available on this topic [7,8]. The Apriori algorithm was �rst introduced by Agrawal et al. [9,10] and is one of the
most popular and well-known ARM algorithms that e�ciently generates signi�cant association rules across items in a dataset. It may be
classi�ed as a candidate generation approach, and extensive studies have been conducted on its improvements or extensions [11]. An important
extension of the Apriori algorithm involves the handling of datasets that contain both quantitative and categorical attributes [12]. The initially
proposed method in the quantitative ARM converts quantitative attributes into binary ones by applying Boolean logic to handle them similar to
categorical attributes. However, one concern regarding this method is the sharp boundary problem, that is, loss of information by the sharp
partitioning of the data.

To solve this issue, fuzzy logic was introduced to ARM, and the approach was named fuzzy association rule mining (FARM) [13]. In contrast to
conventional ARM, in which quantitative attributes are converted into binary attributes with Boolean logic, FARM converts quantitative attributes
into real numbers between 0 and 1, both inclusive, to handle uncertainty. FARM is well summarized in various survey papers [14,15,16]. In this
study, we used FARM techniques to address the challenges mentioned earlier in �nding paired itemsets across views. Our proposed algorithm
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�nds attribute responses for relations across two views, which we call subset-binding. In the text that follows, we demonstrate its e�cacy and
interpretability based on experiments conducted with arti�cial data and real/actual biological data.

Results
We performed experiments with two arti�cial datasets and one real biological dataset to con�rm the performance of our algorithm in detecting
paired frequent itemsets for subset-binding. Our algorithm can also be applied to arbitrary paired datasets. For simplicity, this study assumed
that the dataset consists of gene expression pro�le data (data1) and clinical measurement data (data2).

Arti�cial data (small)

Arti�cial data were generated, as shown in Fig. 1a. The gene expression pro�le data had 100 rows (for 100 patients) and 200 columns (for 200
genes), and random values were generated following a standard normal distribution (Supplementary Data 1). Clinical measurement data were
generated using the same procedure (Supplementary Data 2). We added some irregular patterns to these two matrices, randomly generated
according to the normal distribution, with different mean and standard deviation (SD) values, as frequent itemsets to be detected. We then
evaluated the performance of the algorithm by con�rming whether the irregular patterns we added were successfully detected. The patterns to
detect are summarized in Table 1. With this dataset, we compared �ve membership functions: min-max scaling, conversion with sigmoid
function, rank-based conversion, histogram-based conversion, and z-score-based conversion (details have been provided in the Methods section);
Table 2 summarizes the results. With the parameter settings we used, only the histogram-based function and the z-score-based function could
generate paired frequent itemsets, and all the three patterns, which we added, were included in the generated rules (Supplementary information,
Supplementary Table 1-10). The other three methods (min-max scaling and sigmoid and rank-based conversions) could not detect any of the
patterns, when the same parameters were used.

Arti�cial data (large)

Next, we performed an experiment using a large dataset. Paired matrices with 1000 rows and 2000 columns were generated using the same
procedure as in the case of arti�cial data (small), and we added three patterns to be detected (Supplementary Data 3,4), as shown in Fig. 1b and
Table 1. The histogram-based function and z-score-based function successfully detected all the three patterns that were included in the inputs
(Table 2, Supplementary information, Supplementary Table 11-14).

Real data (Liver toxicity)

Finally, we performed an experiment using a real biological dataset [17]. Acetaminophen (50, 150, 1500, and 2000 mg/kg body-weight), which is
known to cause liver toxicity at high doses, was administered to 64 rats (4 male rats per dose group) during a light period. These rats were
sacri�ced after 6, 18, 24, or 48 h. Hepatic gene expression pro�ling on the left liver lobe was performed using Agilent-011868 (G4130) rat
oligonucleotide microarrays (Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA), and 3116 genes were selected as being signi�cantly differentially expressed in
the acetaminophen-treated group by comparing them with a control group (Fig. 2a, data1). In addition, 48 histopathological observations
(qualitative data) and 10 clinical measurements (quantitative data) were obtained from these rats (Fig. 2a, data2). The experimental conditions
(dose and time point) were added to data2, the details of which are presented in the Methods section (Supplementary Data 5).

With the parameter settings we tested (min support for data1 and data2: 0.02, min items for data1 and data2: 10, lift: 4.8), 3986 paired-
association rules were generated (Supplementary Table 15); the one with the highest conviction is shown in Fig. 2b. The results demonstrated
that high values of alkaline phosphatase (ALP), alanine aminotransferase (ALT), aspartate aminotransferase (AST), and total bile acid (TBA)
with a low value of cholesterol co-occurred with histopathological observations, as can be seen under the “histopathological observation” column
in data2 of Fig. 2b (“LLL_Centrilob_Necrosis,” “LLL_Hepato_Hypertrophy,” “LML_Centrilob_Necrosis,” and “LML_Sinusoid_Congestion”), and were
further related to the toxic dose and time point of acetaminophen treatment. These attributes were then paired with 10 probes (“A_43_P10003”
(gene name: Hsph1), “A_42_P717602” (gene name: Mat2a), “A_42_P484423” (gene name: Pgs1), “A_43_P17455” (gene name: Dnah9),
“A_43_P14864” (gene name: Dynll1), “A_43_P16523” (gene name: Nomo1), “A_43_P19279” (gene name: Lyzl4), “A_43_P12811” (gene name:
Srm), “A_42_P655825” (gene name: Smg9), and “A_42_P804499” (n.d.)) as the antecedent. The result was consistent with regard to the fact that
high values of ALP, ALT, AST, and TBA and low levels of cholesterol are regarded as markers of liver toxicity, and a high dose of acetaminophen
causes liver toxicity.

Discussion
Herein, we present a novel approach (subset-binding approach) to �nd attributes that are related to each other in paired data. Rather than
combining multi-view data to maximize the mutual agreement, this approach focuses on �nding attributes of interest according to their co-
occurrence. The advantage of this approach is that the statistics of co-occurrence are easily computable, which makes the output easily
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interpretable. In addition, this approach can relate heterogeneous data in a data-driven way without prior knowledge and can be used for a variety
of objectives such as the exploration of biomarkers, inference of the molecular basis of events, or patient strati�cation, depending on input data.

This advantage is closely re�ected in the experiment using real biological data (Fig. 2b). An overdose of acetaminophen has been reported to
cause sinusoidal congestion and centrilobular necrosis [18] owing to the formation of a hepatotoxic intermediate metabolite, and it can even be
fatal. In addition, acetaminophen has been reported to cause hepatocyte hypertrophy in rats [19]. Furthermore, some of the genes detected in the
antecedent were indicated to be involved in liver injury. Methionine adenosyltransferase (Mat) is responsible for the biosynthesis of S-
adenosylmethionine (AdoMet) and exists in two isoforms in mammals, namely Mat1a and Mat2a. Mat2a is induced in response to a liver injury,
which in turn accelerates cell division and hepatocyte growth [20]. AdoMet functions as a precursor of antioxidative glutathione (GSH) and
polyamines, which are involved in cell growth and apoptosis. GSH depletion by acetaminophen treatment and its in�uence on hepatic necrosis
have also been studied extensively [21]. In addition, spermidine synthase (Srm) plays a key role in polyamine synthesis. Under the conditions of a
liver injury, downregulation of Mat1a and upregulation of Mat2a are observed, which resulting in a low level of AdoMet that has a protective
effect against liver injury [22]. A database search demonstrated that Hsph1 interacts with Mat2a [23]. Pgs1 is responsible for the biosynthesis of
phosphatidylglycerol and cardiolipin, located in the inner mitochondrial membrane, and the reactive oxygen species (ROS)-induced oxidation of
these compounds is associated with mitochondrial dysfunction [24]. AdoMet is reported to prevent mitochondrial dysfunction triggered by
chronic alcohol treatment [25].

Overall, the results indicate that the dysregulation of methionine metabolism and decrease in AdoMet are associated with hepatic necrosis,
mitochondrial dysregulation, and cell growth caused by acetaminophen treatment. These reports are summarized in Fig. 3. The liver toxicity
dataset we used for the case study was also used to evaluate and prove the importance of the mixOmics R package [26], which offers a variety of
multivariate methods for the analysis of multi-omics data. The authors of mixOmics have published case studies on their well-organized website
(http://mixomics.org/) for users and have illustrated independent principal component analysis (IPCA, [27 28]) and sparse Partial Least Squares
(sPLS, [29,30]) using the same liver toxicity dataset. They showed that IPCA can be used for separating dose- and treatment time-dependent
patterns in the gene expression and sparse IPCA for selecting important genes (http://mixomics.org/case-studies/ipca-liver-toxicity/). In addition,
sPLS could show the association between some probes/genes (A_42_P698740, A_42_P681650, A_43_P10006, A_43_P22616, A_43_P23376,
A_42_P705413, A_43_10003, A_43_10606, A_43_P17415, and A_42_P620915) and clinical measurements (high levels of BUN, TBA, AST, and ALT
and a low level of cholesterol; http://mixomics.org/case-studies/spls-liver-toxicity/). However, the striking advantage of our method over these
methods (IPCA and sPLS) is that our method accepts categorical data or a mixture of continuous values and discrete values (one-hot
representation for categorical data) as well and provides the frequency of the occurrence of the detected association rules as scores such as
support. Our results showed that some genes and clinical measurements were also associated with histopathological observations and
experimental conditions (dose and treatment time), which clearly demonstrated that the detected genes and their associated attributes were
related to liver toxicity caused by acetaminophen.

Owing to the interpretability of the output, our approach is expected to be applied to any paired data in a broad area of interest. Future directions
to extend or improve our algorithm include: i) selection of its underlying method, ii) selection of the t-norm in FARM, iii) selection of the
membership function in FARM, iv) detection of rare yet interesting patterns, and v) pruning redundant patterns. Although the fuzzy Apriori
algorithm is one of the most popular methods in the �eld of FARM, its space ine�ciency is a drawback. Mangalampalli and Pudi previously
reported that while numerous studies in the �eld of FARM have been conducted on the selection of t-norms or implicators [31-33], only a few have
been conducted on methods for preparing fuzzy datasets [34]. They had proposed the application of fuzzy c-means clustering for this process;
however, we tested �ve membership functions that were simpler than fuzzy c-means because biological datasets (such as omics data) tend to
have n << p. ARM has been extensively investigated and several other extensions of basic methods have been developed, including rare
association rule mining that focuses on rules containing infrequent items [35] and non-redundant association rule mining that suppresses the
production of many redundant rules using closed frequent itemsets [36]. These methods can be incorporated into our approach for further
improvement of performance.

Methods
Algorithm

ARM aims to search for frequent itemsets (items that tend to co-occur) and �nd association rules (patterns of co-occurrence between items
within a frequent itemset). Our study aimed to develop a method that would enable i) the search of frequent itemsets in a given dataset
containing continuous values and ii) �nding association rules between frequent itemsets that are detected in different given datasets to
associate two heterogeneous datasets focusing on a limited number of items. The work�ow of this algorithm is shown in Fig. 4a.

Apriori algorithm

http://mixomics.org/
http://mixomics.org/case-studies/ipca-liver-toxicity/
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Let  with n binary attributes be a set of “items” called the “itemset”. Let  be a set of m observations in which each t has I. When an observation
has k items (I has k ones and (n - k) zeros), the itemset is called a k-length itemset. An association rule is de�ned next, where X (called
antecedent) and Y (called consequent) co-occur, with , and :

X → Y. (1)

First, the Apriori algorithm evaluates the frequencies of 1-length itemsets (itemsets containing only 1 item), and those with a low frequency that
do not satisfy the user-speci�ed minimum support are pruned. Support is a score that represents the frequency of X, Y or co-occurrence of X and
Y. Given X → Y, support can be expressed as follows:

Next, all possible (k + 1)-length itemsets are generated from k-length itemsets, and the ones containing k-length itemsets, whose support is
smaller than user-speci�ed minimum support, are pruned. These processes are iterated until convergence is achieved. Using this procedure,
frequent itemsets (those with support higher than the user-speci�ed minimum support) are detected.

Thereafter, association rules are generated by searching for an antecedent and a consequent within each frequent itemset. Several scores are
commonly used, such as lift, which can be expressed as follows:

lift (X → Y) = support (X → Y)/{support(X) * support(Y)}. (3)

Fuzzy association rule mining

Conventional ARM approaches assume that input data contain categorical attributes. However, the data that we handle can be quantitative or a
mixture of qualitative and quantitative data. Therefore, quantitative attributes are converted into categorical attributes by putting thresholds for
quantization (e.g., when threshold1 and threshold2 are given, and threshold1 < threshold2, quantitative attributes can be assigned to one of these
categories: i) ≤ threshold1, ii) between threshold1 and threshold2, and iii) ≥ threshold2).

This forms the crisp data; however, the procedure results in loss of information. To solve this problem, fuzzy logic is introduced in the Apriori
algorithm.

Fuzzy logic is de�ned as “a class of objects with a continuum of grades of membership,” and quantitative attributes are converted into several
categories with “membership values” ranging from 0 to 1 (e.g., quantitative attribute at threshold1 is converted into i) 0.5 category and ii) 0.5
category). The notions of union, intersection, and complement, which are used to calculate several important scores in ARM, such as support,
can also be extended to fuzzy sets.

Functions for calculating membership values

When converting quantitative attributes into fuzzy categorical sets, the main problem lies in de�ning membership functions, which are used to
calculate membership values. Because membership values range from 0 to 1, min-max scaling, sigmoid transformation, or rank-based
conversion is typically used. However, these methods reduce the differences in membership values between the most applicable category and the
least applicable category and obtain too-fuzzy data for the Apriori algorithm. With this preliminary observation, we designed novel membership
functions, as described next.

Histogram-based conversion

The frequency distribution of the quantitative data was converted into a histogram with a user-speci�ed number of bins (Fig. 4b). The
quantitative attributes are converted into three categories: “low,” “average,” and “high.” Their membership values for quantitative attribute v can
be expressed as given subsequently, where the frequency of the bin that includes the quantitative attribute v is Fv, frequency of the highest bin is
FH, lower boundary of the highest bin is bL, and upper boundary of the highest bin is bH.

Membership value for category “low” = 1 - Fv/FH                 if v < bL, (4)

otherwise; (5)

Membership value for category “high” = 1 – Fv/FH          if v > bH, (6)

                                     0                     otherwise. (7)
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The sum of membership values for categories “low,” “average,” and “high” is supposed to be 1. However, the information in category “average”
will not be used for ARM because it will be handled as frequently occurring items and will fail to detect interesting association rules that include
category “low” or category “high.”

Z-score-based conversion

The frequency distribution of the quantitative data was converted into a standard normal distribution to obtain the z-scores (Fig. 4c). Because
approximately 95% of the data is known to range from -2 to 2, the quantitative attributes are converted into three categories: “low,” “average,” or
“high.” Their membership values for quantitative attribute v can be expressed as follows:

Membership value for category “low” (v) = -(z-score(v)/2) if -1 ≤ z-score (v)/2 < 0 (8)

                                    1               if -(z-score(v)/2) > 1 (9)

                                    0          otherwise (10)

Membership value for category “high” (v) = z-score(v)/2 if 0 < z-score (v)/2 ≤ 1 (11)

                                      1            if z-score(v)/2 > 1 (12)

                                      0       otherwise (13)

By analogy with the histogram-based conversion, the sum of membership values for categories “low,” “average,” and “high” is supposed to be 1.
However, the information in category “average” will not be used for ARM because it will be handled as frequently occurring items and will fail to
detect interesting association rules that include category “low” or category “high.”

Other membership functions used for comparison

The formula of min-max scaling for the quantitative attribute v is as follows:

Membership value for category “Low” = 1 - (v - vmin) / (vmax - vmin), (14)

Membership value for category “High” = (v - vmin) / (vmax - vmin). (15)

The formula of sigmoid function for the quantitative attribute v is as follows:

Membership value for category “Low” = 1 – 1/(1 + e-v), (16)

Membership value for category “High” = 1/(1 + e-v). (17)

The formula of rank-based conversion for the quantitative attribute v is as follows:

Membership value for category “Low” = 1 – r(v)/n, (18)

Membership value for category “High” = r(v)/n, (19)

where r is the rank, and n is the number of observations.

Association of heterogeneous datasets

In the conventional ARM approach, association rules are generated “within” each frequent itemset. Our method aims to generate association
rules by which their antecedents are derived from one dataset and consequents from the other, so that the detected association rules represent
itemsets derived from different datasets related to each other. With this purpose in mind, we developed a novel algorithm, as described
subsequently.

Let I1 = {i1,1, i1,2, …, i1,p} of p attributes and I2 = {i2,1, i2,2, …, i2,q} of q attributes be sets of “items” and I1 and I2 be called “itemsets”. Let T1 = {t1,1, t1,2,
…, t1,m} and T2 = {t2,1, t2,2, …, t2,m} be sets of m observations in which each of t1 and t2 has I1 and I2, respectively. T1 and T2 are assumed to have
the same number of observations, and t1,a and t2,a (a∈{1, 2, …, m}) are associated with each other (e.g., t1,a: medical record of patient ID a, t2,a:
gene expression pro�le of patient ID a). If T1 and/or T2 contain(s) quantitative attributes, the calculation of membership values for category
“Low” and category “High” would be required as a pre-processing step.
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First, the fuzzy Apriori algorithm detects frequent itemsets in T1 and T2 independently with user-speci�ed minimum support. Support can be
expressed as follows:

support (X → Y) = Σ(a∈{1, 2, …, m}) min(X(a), Y(a))/m, (20)

where

X(a): a membership value of X in observation a, and

Y(a): a membership value of Y in observation a.

Second, association rules are generated, so that antecedents are selected from the frequent itemsets detected in T1, and consequents are
selected from those detected in T2, or vice versa. Several scores can be used as thresholds to limit the number of rules to the output; for example,
lift can be expressed as follows:

lift (X → Y) = support (X → Y)/{support(X) * support(Y)}, (21)

where

X: a frequent itemset constituted of I1,

Y: a frequent itemset constituted of I2,

support(X) = Σ(a∈{1, 2, …, m}) X(a) /m, (22)

and support(Y) = Σ(a∈{1, 2, …, m}) Y(a) /m. (23)

This novel algorithm would enable the identi�cation of relevant items in heterogeneous datasets that associate with each other.

Pre- and post-processing of the liver toxicity dataset for the experiments

In the original biological data that we used for the experiment (liver toxicity data), histopathological observations were described as “minimal,”
“mild,” “moderate,” or “marked.” For this experiment, they were converted into “0,” “1,” “2,” or “3,” respectively. Authors of the original paper had
reported 50 and 150 mg/kg body-weight ratios of acetaminophen as subtoxic, and 1500 and 2000 mg/kg body-weight ratios as severely toxic
[17]. Hence, the column of dose levels in data2 was converted into binary attributes to represent their toxicity level (50 and 150 mg/kg body-
weight: 0; 1500 and 2000 mg/kg body-weight: 1). In addition, the values in the column containing the time points in data2 were converted into
binary attributes to represent their toxicity level (6, 18, 48 h: 0; 24 h: 1) because 24 h was reported to be the time of peak toxicity, and rats were in
a recovery phase after 48 h of acetaminophen treatment [17]. In data1 (gene expression pro�le), the genes were indicated by Agilent probe IDs.
DAVID [37] was used to convert Agilent probe IDs into Entrez gene IDs and gene names.

Experiments

The AI Bridging Cloud Infrastructure (ABCI) operated at the National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST), Japan, was
used for the experiments.

Implementation

Our method is implemented in Python 3.0 and is dependent on the pandas, joblib, and os modules. The detection of frequent itemsets was
conducted by a modi�ed apriori function in the mlxtend Python module, to introduce fuzzy logic.
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Tables

Table 1: The patterns to be detected in the artificial datasets
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Artificial data
(small)

   

  Gene expression profile data (100 rows x 200 columns) Clinical measurements data (100 rows x
200 columns)

Pattern 1 column1_High, column2_High, column3_High column10_High, column20_High,
column30_High

Pattern 2 column20_Low, column40_Low, column60_Low column40_Low, column80_Low,
column120_Low

Pattern 3 column50_High, column75_High, column100_High,
column125_Low, column150_Low

column50_High, column100_High,
column150_Low

Artificial data
(large)

   

  Gene expression profile data (1000 rows x 2000 columns) Clinical measurements data (1000 rows
x 2000 columns)

Pattern 1 column1_High, column2_High, column3_High column10_High, column20_High,
column30_High

Pattern 2 column20_Low, column40_Low, column60_Low column40_Low, column80_Low,
column120_Low

Pattern 3 column100_High, column200_High, column300_High,
column400_Low, column500_Low

column50_High, column100_High,
column150_Low

Table 2: The summary of the experiments with different membership functions
Artificial
data
(small)

                 

  Histogram
(lift: 10)

Histogram
(lift: 8)

Histogram
(lift: 5)

Zscore
(lift: 10)

Zscore
(lift: 8)

Zscore
(lift: 5)

Min-
Max

Sigmoid Rank

Min
support
= 0.08

0
(n.d.)

0
(n.d.)

0
(n.d.)

5
(n.d.)

16
(Pattern1,2)

16
(Pattern1,2)

n.d. n.d. n.d.

Min
support
= 0.07

1
(Pattern2)

1
(Pattern2)

1
(Pattern2)

7
(Pattern3)

18
(Pattern1,2,3)

18
(Pattern1,2,3)

n.d. n.d. n.d.

Min
support
= 0.06

18
(Pattern1,2,3)

18
(Pattern1,2,3)

18
(Pattern1,2,3)

7
(Pattern3)

18
(Pattern1,2,3)

19
(Pattern1,2,3)

n.d. n.d. n.d.

Min
support
= 0.05

18
(Pattern1,2,3)

18
(Pattern1,2,3)

18
(Pattern1,2,3)

155
(Pattern3)

569
(Pattern1,2,3)

14853
(Pattern1,2,3)

n.d. n.d. n.d.

Artificial
data
(large)

                 

  Histogram
(lift: 10)

Histogram
(lift: 8)

Histogram
(lift: 5)

Zscore
(lift: 10)

Zscore
(lift: 8)

Zscore
(lift: 5)

Number of rules
generated (detected

patterns)
Min

support
= 0.08

0
(n.d.)

0
(n.d.)

0
(n.d.)

5
(Pattern3)

18
(Pattern1,2,3)

18
(Pattern1,2,3)

     

Min
support
= 0.07

17
(Pattern1)

17
(Pattern1)

17
(Pattern1)

5
(Pattern3)

18
(Pattern1,2,3)

18
(Pattern1,2,3)

     

Min
support
= 0.06

18
(Pattern1,2,3)

18
(Pattern1,2,3)

18
(Pattern1,2,3)

n.d. n.d. n.d.      

Min
support
= 0.05

18
(Pattern1,2,3)

18
(Pattern1,2,3)

18
(Pattern1,2,3)

n.d. n.d. n.d.      

Figures
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Figure 1

Generation of arti�cial data. a) Arti�cial data (small). Two matrices with 100 rows and 200 columns, whose values follow standard normal
distribution, were generated assuming that each row represents an observation (e.g., patient) and each column represents an attribute (e.g., a
gene or a clinical measurement). Let one matrix be data1 and the other be data2 in Fig. 1a. For the �rst 10 rows, values in columns 1, 2, and 3 of
data1 and values in 10, 20, and 30 of data2 were replaced by values that followed N(3, 0.5). For the second 10 rows, values in columns 20, 40,
and 60 of data1 and values in 40, 80, and 120 of data2 were replaced by values that followed N(-3, 0.5). For the third 10 rows, values in columns
50, 75, and 100 of data1 and values in columns 50 and 100 of data2 were replaced by values that followed N(3, 0.5), and values in columns 125
and 150 of data1 and a value in column 150 of data2 were replaced by values that followed N(-3, 0.5). b) Arti�cial data (large). Two matrices
with 1000 rows and 2000 columns, whose values follow the standard normal distribution, were generated and certain values were replaced, as
shown in Fig. 1b, using the same procedure as under “Arti�cial data (small)” in Fig. 1a.
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Figure 2

Summary of results of experiment with liver toxicity dataset a) Liver toxicity data [17] used for the experiment. We applied our algorithm to this
dataset to �nd genes (data1) that related to histopathological observations and/or clinical measurements (evaluation criteria for the degree of
liver toxicity by administration of acetaminophen) and/or experimental conditions of administration of acetaminophen (data2). Data1 had 64
rows (rats) and 3116 columns (genes), and data2 had 64 rows (rats) and 60 (= 48+10+2) columns (48 histopathological observations, 10 clinical
measurements, and 2 experimental conditions). b) Paired-association rule detected by this experiment. Among the 3986 paired-association rules
detected (threshold: lift (frequent itemsets from data1 → frequent itemsets from data2) = 4.8), one rule with the highest conviction is shown in
Fig. 2b. Ten genes were related to �ve clinical measurements, four histopathological observations, and two experimental conditions.
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Figure 3

Inferred molecular basis of liver injury by acetaminophen Among the genes shown in Fig. 2b, 4 were found to be involved in liver injury. Their
relationships and associated biological events are depicted. Hsph1: heat shock protein family H (Hsp110) member 1, Mat2a: methionine
adenosyltransferase 2A, Pgs1: phosphatidylglycerophosphate synthase 1, Srm: spermidine synthase, GSH: glutathione.
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Figure 4

Work�ow of the subset-binding algorithm and the membership functions utilized a) Work�ow of the subset-binding algorithm. Input data: two
paired matrices (quantitative and/or categorical). First, quantitative attributes in input are converted into fuzzy categorical attributes (“Low” and
“High”) with membership functions. Because membership values for “Low” and “High” categories are obtained for each attribute, this process
doubles the number of columns when all the attributes are quantitative. For example, let the column of gene A be quantitative. The membership
function calculates a membership value for both gene A_High and gene A_Low, which results in obtaining two columns. Next, these matrices are
used to detect FIS (frequent itemsets) independently. Thereafter, association rules are generated so that FIS derived from one matrix will be
antecedent, and those from the other matrix will be consequent. User-speci�ed threshold (e.g., lift) is used for pruning and paired (antecedent
from data1 and consequent from data2) association rules are obtained as output. b) Histogram-based membership function. For each attribute
(column of input data), a histogram is produced with a user-speci�ed number of bins (e.g., 5). Let the frequency of each bin be x1, x2, x3, x4, and
x5, respectively, and x3 be the largest. The formulas to calculate membership values of “Low” and “High” categories are shown at the bottom of
Fig. 4b. c) Z-score-based membership function. For each attribute (column of input data), values are converted into z-scores. To scale them
between -1 and 1, the z-scores are divided by 2, and values bigger than 1 and those smaller than -1 are converted to 1 or -1, respectively. The
obtained values are used as membership values of “Low” and “High” categories.
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